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Abstract
During the past decades, populist mobilization has attracted the attention of
sociologists, political scientists, and historians alike. Regrettably, we are still
lacking a theory that fully identifies the characteristics of such phenomena and
provides insights on their inner logic and implications. This paper establishes an
original analytical framework for the study of Populist Social Movements and
employs it as a backdrop to understand the movements of the Great Recession.
Drawing on empirical data, it argues that movements such as Occupy Wall Street
and the European indignados are meaningfully classified as instances of a
populist wave of contention that swept across the world during 2011. Analysis
shows that movement entrepreneurs relied upon the strategic deployment of an
adversarial discourse of a homogeneous “People” against a minority of “elites” in
order to incite mobilization by politicizing citizen identity upon the promise of
restoring popular sovereignty into the hands of its rightful owners.
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Introduction
In 2011 Europe had gone into a tailspin, with several states suffering from the
tremendous consequences of a Great Recession strangling the global economy.
National governments were languishing, sovereign debt was spiraling out of
control, millions of jobs had been lost and wages slashed. It was against this
backdrop that, following the outbreak of the Arab Spring, a series of unforeseen
protests erupted in several European cities and other parts of the world,
culminating with the famous Spanish and Greek indignados and, later, Occupy
Wall Street in the United States.
These influential movements claimed to represent the “99 Percent”, “the
People” as sole legitimate source of democratic authority, against a corrupt yet
powerful “1 Percent” that only cares to serve its own, narrow interests. They
castigated non‐democratic centers of power for undermining popular
sovereignty, questioned the legitimacy of national governments, rejected
austerity as a solution, and demanded “real democracy” where people would
enjoy a stronger voice. Puerta del Sol, Syntagma Square, Zuccotti Park, all became
landmarks of a vibrant transnational mobilization, obliging Time magazine to
name “The Protester” person of the year for 2011. Activists occupied central city
squares and set up tent camps, made use of social media platforms to
disseminate their ideas, devised a system of hand gestures to facilitate debate,
formed working groups, and exercised horizontal decision making procedures in
open General Assemblies.
While these features point to significant patterns of repertoire and diffusion
that earned the attention of analysts (e.g. della Porta and Mattoni 2014), they fail
to indicate a shared mobilizing frame that explains how these movements took
off in the first place. Therefore, following Tarrow (2013) in acknowledging the
pivotal role of language in producing contentious interaction, I shift the
analytical focus to discursive patterns to argue that Great Recession
mobilizations can be meaningfully understood as a wave of Populist Social
Movements (PSMs), instigated via the politicization of citizen identity. Subsuming
these cases within a larger family of mobilization, I aspire to enhance capacity for
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causal theorizing and foster empirical research of a comparative nature. My
thesis is defended by a small‐N qualitative comparative analysis of empirical data
from Great Recession movements, triangulated with a set of semi‐structured
interviews of key informants of the Greek indignados.
Populist movements
Populism theory and social movement studies comprise separate scholarly
traditions, yet several authors have pointed to signifiant overlaps and a potential
for cross‐fertilization (e.g. Jansen 2011; Roberts forthcoming). Much talk is made
of populist movements generally, but no serious effort has been made to
systematize the features of this subtype of mobilization into a coherent
framework. On the contrary, the term is often invoked carelessly and
inconsistently.
In social movement studies, populist movements have earned a place in
respected encyclopedias (e.g. Caiani 2012), with scholars regularly classifying
the American Tea Party as such in recent years (e.g. Skocpol and Williamson
2012). Redding (1992) studies populist mobilization in the 19th century Farmers’
Alliance, Soule (1992) investigates the rise of the Populist Movement in the US
and its links with black lynching, and Amenta et al. (1994: 679) commit Huey
Long’s Share Our Wealth to a set of social movements termed “depression‐era
neopopulism”. In Europe, Diani (1996: 1056) contrasts “democratic populist”
social movements with Italian regional populist parties, a topic revisited in Ruzza
and Fella (2011). Moreover, Szasz (1994), Lichterman (1995), and HuangFu and
Singer (2012), study populist environmental activism (“eco‐populism”),
Bretherton (2012) contends that Saul Alinsky’s radicalism is an extension and
development of classical American populism, and Zuo and Benford (1995)
emphasize populist tactics in the Chinese student movement. The Polish
Solidarność has been termed “a populist type of movement” by Di Tella (1997:
192) and a genuine “grass roots movement of the People” by Canovan (2005:
136; also Laclau 2005), while Kriesi (1999) assigns the populist label to various
European radical right movements and Caiani et al. (2012) examine populism as
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a constitutive element of extreme right social movements in three western
countries.
Craig Calhoun’s book, The Question of Class Struggle (1982), significantly
elevates the importance of populism for social mobilization, claiming that “the
most widespread, powerful, and radical social movements in the modern world
have been of a type we may call ‘populist’” (1982: vii; see also Calhoun 2012).
Calhoun dissects British movements of the Industrial Revolution, arguing for
their populist rather than working‐class nature. He further clarifies that
“populist” is not a derogatory term, and levels a strong critique against Marxists
who define class‐consciousness so strictly that class becomes an exclusive club
with all “the common people” left outside.
Historians have also had their say. They were actually alone in grappling with
populist movements until the mid‐60s, when sociologists took over, having
contributed mainly on the Populist Movement of the American Gilded Age (see
Allcock 1971). Contemporary historians have followed suit. Postel (2007)
conceptualizes the American Populists as both a social and a political movement,
and Formisano (2008) inquires further into the past, contending that
“authentically populist social movements and parties have played important
roles at critical times” (p.3) during American history. Similarly, Kazin offers a
comprehensive history of left‐wing and right‐wing populist mobilization,
beginning with the Populist Party as “the spearhead of a social movement” (1995:
45) and moving on to the Prohibitionists, Huey Long, America First, George
Wallace, and other significant populist icons of the 20th century. Most of these
American phenomena had already been treated as “extremist populist
movements” in Lipset (1960). Apart from the US, historians have also produced
important studies of the Russian utopian socialist movement of Narodnichestvo
in the 1870s as a populist social movement (e.g. Wortman 1967).
Political scientists regularly encroach into social movement territory when
studying populism. Margaret Canovan (2005), for instance, even briefly held a
view of populism as a spontaneous social movement built around the collective
identity of “the sovereign people”. In the early days of the founding volume of the
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field, two chapters were dedicated to populism as a type of social movement
(Minogue 1969; Stewart 1969) since it, too, was seen as undertaking “to re‐form
the existing social structure” (Stewart 1969: 189). In modern literature, while
Collier clearly speaks of “populist mass movements” (2001: 11815) the term
generally remains ambiguous, since there is a recurring tendency to apply it
haphazardly, switching between “populist movement” and “populist party” on an
ad hoc basis (e.g. Roberts 2006; Barr 2009; Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser 2013).
Undoubtedly, populism straddles the divide between social movements and
electoral politics; frequently, this allows for confusion. Developments in Latin
America producing shifts in electoral behavior and establishing populist political
leaders in power have been labeled “populist movements” (Rovira Kaltwasser
2012; di Tella 1997; Laclau 2005), “populist social movements” (de la Torre
1992: 396) or “populist protest movements” (Weyland 2009: 154). Hawkins
feels that such events do constitute populist movements, since they are “highly
uninstitutionalised and often bring together a heterogeneous group of
individuals and organisations tied to each other only by a common allegiance to
their leader” (2003: 1139). Similarly, a vast literature conceives the surge in
electoral support for radical right‐wing parties in Europe in the past three
decades as a case of populist mobilization (Canovan 1999; Betz and Immerfall
1998; Taggart 1995; Eatwell and Mudde 2004; Hainsworth 2008).
Mention can be made of further similar works, however, even this short
survey suffices for us to realize that while PSMs have in no sense been neglected,
we are desperately lacking a clear conceptual framework. The current state of
affairs allows for much ambiguity and the insertion of normative considerations.
Depending on their political compass and whether they see populism as a
progressive or a backward force, some authors acknowledge the existence of
populist movements where others do not, and vice versa (Müller 2014;
Finchelstein 2014). At times, this ambiguity is forcefully demonstrated. Consider,
for instance, the statement in the editors' introduction (Mény and Surel 2002:
18) that “populism cannot be labelled as a social movement given its preference
for political action via the channels provided by the political system such as
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elections, referenda, and so forth, while a few pages down, in the same volume,
we come across a section devoted to an Italian populist party of the radical right,
titled “The Lega Nord: populism as a social movement” (Tarchi 2002: 126).
Another telling conflict of scholarly views is when Roberts (forthcoming) denies
the status of European radical right‐wing parties as populist movements, while
Caiani (2012) sees them as the most striking contemporary example. Similarly,
the populist nature of the Tea Party is both vehemently denied and
straightforwardly confirmed within the same volume (Rosenthal and Trost
2012). No doubt, we are dealing with a concept in great need of clarification.
Instead of being a source of confusion, the obvious relation between social
movements and electoral politics should serve as an opportunity to bring social
movement and populism theorists together. Recently, in their quest to grasp the
broader political context of contention, influential authors have affirmed the
need to bridge this yawning gap (McAdam and Tarrow 2010; Hutter and Kriesi
2013). Since PSMs are a paradigmatic case of social mobilization with electoral
implications, great potential exists in studying them through this
interdisciplinary lens. Enter the Great Recession movements.
Recent phenomena such as Occupy Wall Street and the Greek and Spanish
indignados highlight the shortcomings over the absence of a clear
conceptualization for PSMs. The conceptual fog leads to conflicting opinions over
the populist nature of these collective phenomena, mostly due to the normative
implications that have plagued the term. Roberts (forthcoming), rather
reluctantly claims that absence of clear leadership is reason enough to strip these
movements of a definitive populist label, but, to take Occupy, Lowndes and
Warren (2011) positively characterize it as “the first major populist movement
on the U.S. left since the 1930s” and Postel (2012) describes it as a “most
strikingly populist response to the present crisis … old Populists would be proud
of”. Plotke (2012) sees Occupy as expressing “historic themes of American
populism”, and Calhoun labels it “a populist mobilization” (2013: 34) branding a
brilliantly framed “populist message” (ibid: 33) embodied in the famous “99
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Percent” motto. Still, Urbinati (2014) presses the claim that while Occupy’s
discourse is indeed populist, the movement itself is popular rather than populist.
In light of these observations, I revisit the concept of PSMs to establish a novel
conceptual framework that aspires to render them an analytical rather than
polemical term for social movement studies and illustrate their explanatory
potential. I then apply this theory to the empirical study of the 2011 Great
Recession movements.
Defining Populist Social Movements
A working definition for PSMs must necessarily draw elements from both
academic traditions that underpin our concept. In political science, populism
denotes a certain behavior on the part of political actors that manifests a set of
predefined features. Empirical and conceptual developments over five decades of
scholarly work have falsified earlier assumptions about necessary dimensions,
nudging authors towards adopting minimal definitions (Mudde 2007). Today
populism is not wedded to specific social groups, economic policies, party
systems, or geographic regions, and the vast majority of scholars agrees with
Canovan’s early conclusion, that “all forms of populism without exception
involve some kind of exaltation of and appeal to ‘the people,’ and all are in one
sense or another antielitist.” (1981:294).
While the definitional wars over populism have not yet settled, Mudde (2004)
has provided a formulation that seems to outperform other attempts so far,
earning constant reference over the past decade (Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser
2012; Kriesi and Pappas 2015). This definition conceives populism as a thin‐
centred ideology,
“that considers society to be ultimately separated into two homogeneous
and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ versus ‘the corrupt elite’, and
which argues that politics should be an expression of the volonté générale
(general will) of the people” (Mudde 2004: 543).
Indeed, populist discourse, at its core, consists of a morally charged political
argument which explains reality as the outcome of an unjust usurpation of
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popular sovereignty on the part of corrupt elites, and maintains that the solution
resides in the political mobilization of the overwhelming majority of ‘noble’
People; this, then, is the form of the ‘populist frame’ (Aslanidis forthcoming).
Since we are dealing with mobilizing discourse, evidently, apart from political
parties and leaders, non‐institutional actors such as social movement
entrepreneurs (McCarthy and Zald 1977) may also employ populism in their
struggle to maximize participation. Fundamentally, it is this adversarial
discursive core that provides the widely perceived overlap between the
phenomena of populism and certain social movements.
Dealing with the definition of social movements is yet another challenging
endeavor (Diani 1992); yet many would still be content with Charles Tilly’s
(1984) conceptualization that sees them as a
“sustained series of interactions between power holders and persons
successfully claiming to speak on behalf of a constituency lacking formal
representation, in the course of which those persons make publicly visible
demands for changes in the distribution or exercise of power, and back
those demands with public demonstrations of support” (p. 306).
To accommodate for a more comprehensive perspective, Snow, Soule, and Kriesi
(2004) have distilled five radial dimensions for the term:
“collective or joint action; change‐oriented goals or claims; some extra‐ or
non‐institutional collective action; some degree of organization; and some
degree of temporal continuity” (p. 6).
Combining elements from these conceptualizations, I therefore minimally define
a Populist Social Movement as non‐institutional collective mobilization which
attributes currently suffered grievances to a society ultimately separated in two
homogeneous and antagonistic groups, the overwhelming majority of ‘pure People’
versus the ‘corrupt elite’, and claims to speak on behalf of the former in demanding
the restoration of political authority into their hands, as rightful sovereigns.
This amalgamatic formulation caters for all the defining features of populism
as they become manifest in social mobilization, pointing to the existence of a
continuum of populist contention, from social movements to political parties, on
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the basis of decreased or increased institutionalization. Having provided a
definitional cornerstone, the next step is to describe the mechanisms behind the
construction and proliferation of PSMs. For this, we need to turn to insights from
social psychology, which is the entirely appropriate field to discuss populist
mobilization.
The social psychology of populist mobilization
The rationalist hegemony of the ‘70s and ‘80s in social movement scholarship
constituted a backlash against earlier theories that dismissively portrayed
mobilization as some sort of irrational crowd behavior. In recent years, the
pendulum is gradually swinging back towards carefully encompassing cultural
and psychological factors into theories of social mobilization (Stryker et al.
2000). One of the early and most important developments in this respect is the
notion of collective identity, pioneered by Alberto Melucci (1989), and later
crystallized as a “shared definition of a group that derives from members’
common interests, experiences, and solidarity” (Taylor and Whittier 1992: 170).
Collective identity has evolved today to become acknowledged as a prerequisite
for the development of any successful social movement (Bernstein 2008) with
many scholars proceeding to endorse Melucci’s (1989) powerful claim that the
negotiation and construction of identities is actually the very essence of social
movement activity.
Social psychological factors inform the study of PSMs in important ways. Even
though regularly assumed, collective identity has largely failed to attach itself to
mainstream populism theorizing so far, with the significant exception of the
small company of post‐structuralist authors of the so‐called “Essex school” (e.g.
Panizza 2005; Westlind 1996). Spearheaded by Ernesto Laclau (1977, 2005),
these scholars employ the notion of popular identity to erect a highly elaborate
conceptual edifice, explaining populist mobilization as the discursive process by
which a chain of “equivalent” grievances among diverse social groups are
collected under the “empty signifier” of “the People”, and then targeted against
the power‐bloc. However, while these scholars rightly focus on the centrality of
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identity‐building for populism, their work is rendered incomplete by the
inherent limitations of the post‐structuralist framework in explaining individual
mobilization (Aslanidis, forthcoming).
These blind spots can be summed up as a level‐of‐analysis problem: while
Laclau purports to explain decisions at the individual level (voting for populist
parties or participating in populist movements), he does so by examining meso‐
level procedures (aggregate demands) or even macro‐structural developments,
without pointing to mechanisms allowing for the dynamics of contention to
travel across the spectrum. Post‐structuralists have covered much ground
towards bringing populism closer to social movement theory, but their work
requires the infusion of a sound social psychological explanatory mechanism to
fill analytical gaps. Though social psychological mechanisms are central to the
focus of this paper, this is not to say that lessons from resource mobilization,
political opportunity, and rational choice theory are not useful in placing causal
inferences within a more general theory (cf. Opp 2009).
Nevertheless, a specific mechanism of identity construction explains much of
what takes place in PSMs, and deserves our privileged attention. Identity work is
a core task of movement entrepreneurship, highlighting the fact that any
interaction between social actors presupposes the existence of identities as
vantage points (Hunt et al. 1994; Bernstein 1997; Snow and McAdam 2000;
Snow 2001). Success and longevity of any mobilization rests partly on whether
the activists in charge of strategic deployment will manage to construct a
resonant collective identity, and reaffirm it throughout the life‐cycle of
mobilization (Gamson 1991; Snow and McAdam 2000). To achieve this, social
movement leaders laboriously engage in cultivating an adversarial consciousness
of boundaries delineated by a sense of “we‐ness” – a collective unity based on a
shared understanding – contrasted against a set of opponents, a social “they”
located outside the movement and its potential adherents (Gamson 1992; Taylor
and Whittier 1992; Snow and McAdam 2000; Polletta and Jasper 2001; Gamson
1997).
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This adversarial framing activity (Gamson 1992) carries decisive strategic
implications. Depending on a movement’s goals, identity construction oscillates
between exclaiming a similarity to a social group “out there” and celebrating a
difference against some other group, leading to the construction of an in‐group
and an out‐group (Bernstein 1997). According to Einwohner, Reger, and Myers’
(2008) identity workload framework, most movements focus exclusively on
either exclaiming similarity or difference, yet some decide to engage in “hard
work”, performing both tasks interchangeably. This “hard” identity work mainly
comes into play in movements that attempt to simultaneously accommodate and
produce solidarity among diverse opinions and constituencies (Einwohner et al.
2008).
Populist movement entrepreneurs are paradigmatic agents of this type of
identity workload, weaving processes of emphasizing sameness (among “the
People”) and exclaiming differences (against the elite) into a self‐sustaining
feedback loop. This Manichean quality of populist discourse that constructs
clear‐cut boundaries between friend and foe is arguably the most familiar theme
in populism theory (Mudde 2004; Hawkins 2010). The way boundaries are
drawn becomes a distinctive feature of PSMs, since populist discourse is
rendered complete only when frontiers between “pure” People and “corrupt”
elites are instantiated. While the former provide the basis for a collective
identity, the latter are taken to construct the out‐group, a necessarily tiny
minority of power holders, enumerated as a set of distinct actors or collapsed
discursively under the label of “elites”, “the establishment”, “the system”, or any
equivalent notion with “symbolic resonance” (Tarrow 2013) for a given
audience.
When “hard work” succeeds in forging a collective identity, the end‐result is
extremely rewarding. As Snow (2001: 2218) argues,
“a collective identity in which the boundaries between ‘us’ and ‘them’ are
unambiguously drawn, in which there is strong feeling about those
diﬀerences, and in which there is a sense of moral virtue associated with
both the perceptions and feelings, should be a more potent collective
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identity than one in which either the emotional or moral dimensions are
weakly developed.”
In populist mobilization, the end‐result of identity work is the collective identity
of “the People as sovereign” which functions as the primary mobilizing factor
(Canovan 2005; Westlind 1996). The strong formal elements of populist
collective identity render it a compelling force and facilitate capturing a high
moral ground against counter‐framing activity by opponents. Participants’
analyses of politics are externally legitimized by appeal to majority rule and
popular sovereignty which no counter‐framing agent can carelessly defy. This
identity is a closely guarded symbolic asset for PSMs and no secondary
attachment is allowed to interfere. Competing identities can potentially apply
centrifugal pressure or uncover intramural fault lines. No room is there even for
a full deployment of identity fields (Hunt, Benford and Snow 1994): mobilized
activists in PSMs refrain from any kind of boundary framing between
protagonists (themselves) and audiences (the wider people). Audiences are duly
incorporated in the “overwhelming majority” that opposes the antagonists‐elites.
This allows PSM entrepreneurs to proceed by focusing on what unites “the
People”, taking advantage of the vague inclusiveness of the shared identity in
order to underplay the significance of cleavages and factions. The catch‐all
nature of the populist frame broadens the discursive field, maximizing the
audience that PSMs can reach.
At this stage, it becomes clear that the idiosyncratic nature of populist
collective identity framing differentiates PSMs from other types of social
movements in two main respects: their level of inclusiveness and their area of
prescription.
(a) level of inclusiveness: identity in PSMs is much broader than the average
movement, stretching to cover the near totality of available audiences. The in‐
group is not a small social minority (e.g. transsexuals, immigrants) or even a
somewhat larger tranche of society (e.g. women, workers, the poor, pensioners,
students, etc.); it is the people as a whole, minus the vastly outnumbered elites.
This feature draws a clear line vis‐à‐vis sectional movements such as, for
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instance, labor movements that nominally exclude the bourgeoisie and the upper
class from their in‐group.
(b) area of prescription: the invocation of “the People” as the only source of
political authority stresses that PSMs do not aim at reforming a limited sector of
policy‐making. As Canovan exclaims, “the perennial cry of populists is that power
has been stolen from the people by politicians and special interests” (2005: 5).
Thus, the goal of populist mobilization is just short of a revolution, demanding a
wholesale transformation of the political process that will reinstate popular
sovereignty at the locus of power. This distinguishes PSMs from most rights‐
based, millennial, and distributionist movements, or environmental activism and
other single‐issue causes.
The combination of these two areas of differentiation produces a 2×2 typology
(Table 1). By design, typologies necessarily fail to account for variation in degree,
and therefore, the reader should not see Table 1 as a reflection of clear‐cut,
dichotomous empirical phenomena. Indeed, both the level of inclusiveness as well
as the area of prescription, vary on a continuous scale. The same is of course true
for the level of populist discourse employed by a certain mobilizing actor
(Aslanidis, forthcoming). Be that as it may, Table 1 provides a handy mind‐map
for an original classification of the various forms of social mobilization.
[Table 1 about here]
The analysis of the strategic use of populism by social movement
entrepreneurs reveals core facets of populist mobilization, such as the interplay
of the Manichean and anti‐pluralist qualities of populist discourse with
adversarial framing and strategic identity construction. However, meso‐level
analysis is but one side of the argument. According to Friedman and McAdam
(1992), successful movements construct emerging activist identities by
redefining one or more existing roles of individuals, much like the civil rights
movement redefined church member status into civil rights activist (Snow and
McAdam 2000). Similarly, Snow and McAdam (2000) find that an identity must
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already be part of a person’s biography to become sufficiently salient and incite
mobilization; it must “dovetail” with the movement’s collective identity. Hence,
we need to complete the picture by studying micro‐processes to reveal how the
identity of “the People as sovereign” works at the individual level, to discover
which identity of the self becomes salient in the case of PSMs. In the next section,
populism theory is infused with insights drawn from Sheldon Stryker’s identity
theory to argue in favor of citizenship as the altogether relevant identity for
populist mobilization.
Populism as the politicization of citizen identity
Stryker’s identity theory (1980, 2000) is an empirically grounded structural‐
symbolic interactionist theory of role choice. It posits that each person carries a
set of identities which combine to form the self. Every identity is associated with
a role enacted within the network of social relationships and individuals are
expected to have as many identities as sets of role relationships in which they
take part (e.g. teacher, father, parishioner, biker etc.). The self organizes
identities into a hierarchy with each component occupying a position of relative
identity salience. Since the individual retains a degree of freedom of choice
between alternative behaviors in daily life, the salience of an identity is expected
to affect role choice. At the same time, identity salience is itself affected by
commitment to a group or social network, which entails the expectation to enact
a certain role in a given situation. Thus, the central proposition of identity theory
becomes “commitment affects identity salience affects role choice” (Stryker
2000: 27). Identity theory also distinguishes between groups and categories.
While the former are based on actual relationships between individuals which
provide opportunities to enact roles (e.g. trade union), the latter have a
somewhat involuntary nature that does not necessarily require social interaction
(e.g. ethnicity). Social movements, as paradigmatic cases of social interaction and
role enactment, belong to groups and not to categories.
Identity theory explains individual mobilization by pointing to the salience of
an identity within the personal hierarchy of the self. The higher the identity
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invoked by the movement within this hierarchy, the higher the likelihood that
the person will enact the role expected and mobilize. Neglected for many years,
this cross‐fertilization potential of identity theory with social movement studies
is now an established area of study (Stryker et al. 2000). Employing principles
from identity theory, I contend that the salient identity in the case of PSMs is that
of citizenship.
Taken at face value, citizenship reflects membership in a community, the
benefits and rights this membership entails, and an abstract level of participation
in institutional processes (Bellamy 2008). Tilly (1999: 253) sees it as a kind of
contract, “a set of mutually enforceable claims relating categories of persons to
agents of governments . . . sufﬁciently defined that either party is likely to
express indignation and take corrective action when the other fails to meet
expectations built into the relationship”. In its strictly legal capacity, citizenship
does not presuppose political engagement. It allows citizens to refrain from
political acts in their daily lives and confine their behavior within the sphere of
civic activity (Conover 1995). However, through schooling, media exposure, or
other processes of socialization, citizens may under circumstances cultivate an
appreciation of themselves as more than “mere subjects”, or acquire a feeling
that political will cannot be subjugated by unaccountable sovereigns and realize
that citizenship can mean much more than a simple legalistic relationship with
authority. Awareness of this common membership in a social group of citizens,
with the values and affective significance attached, render citizenship a social
identity (Tajfel 1981) that may foster commitment and occupy an esteemed
position within the identity hierarchy of the self. At the same time, the realization
of the political power content of citizenship becomes a source of legitimate
reaction against perceived attempts to compromise this entitlement.
Michael Walzer (1989) distinguishes between a republican and a liberal
perspective of citizenship. The former draws from ancient Athens and the French
revolution and sees citizenship as “an office, a responsibility, a burden proudly
assumed”; the latter draws from ancient Rome and sees it as “a status, an
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entitlement, a right or set of rights passively enjoyed” (p. 216). Walzer elaborates
upon this distinction in a subsequent passage:
“…the first makes citizenship the core of our life, the second makes it its
outer frame. The first assumes a closely knit body of citizens, its members
committed to one another; the second assumes a diverse and loosely
connected body, its members (mostly) committed elsewhere. According
to the first, the citizen is the primary political actor, law‐making and
administration his everyday business. According to the second, law‐
making and administration are someone else’s business; the citizen’s
business is private” (1989: 216).
Picturing the republican and the liberal type at the two extremes of how
individuals grasp citizenship, populist mobilization can then be envisioned as a
transition from the passive status of the latter to a radical activation of the
former, as a transfiguration of the “ordinary people” into “the People”, the
awakening of an authority dwelling in reserve. In other words, populism is latent
within citizenship. When populist entrepreneurs perceive an opportunity to act,
they attempt to exploit an existing substrate of commitment, launching a
psychological process that elevates citizen identity within the hierarchy of the
self, dominating self‐interpretation and connecting the individual to the social
(cf. Simon 2004). When successful, the social identity of the citizen becomes the
collective identity of “the sovereign People”.
Populism requires a fundamental qualitative metamorphosis of citizen
identity: it requires its politicization. Simon and Klandermans (2001) identify a
politicized collective identity whenever group members “intentionally engage, as
a mindful and self‐conscious collective (or as representatives thereof), in a
power struggle knowing that it is the wider, more inclusive societal context in
which this struggle takes place and needs to be orchestrated accordingly” (p.
323). Similarly, Klandermans and de Weerd (2000) argue that collective
identities usually remain politically neutral and become politicized when a “they”
which denotes an unresponsive authority is pitted against the righteous claims of
a “we”.
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Populist framing then stands for a conscious effort to attain the politicization
of citizen identity. It seeks to morph the static, rigidly formal citizen identity into
a fluid and affective “sovereign People”, ushering the individual into an imagined
community or “heartland” (Taggart 2000), where joint action takes its cue from
an alleged historical continuity with other politicized “Peoples” of a past milieu.
Populist entrepreneurs achieve politicization by diagnosing reality as the unjust
outcome of a failure of politics as usual, invoking citizen identity as the cognitive
schema of choice, the vantage point from which to perform this diagnosis. In
identity theory terms, the activation of commitment to citizenship increases the
salience of citizen identity and results in a higher probability of enacting the role
associated with citizenship, thus in a higher probability of mobilization. From
holding a passive citizen identity as members of a category, PSM participants
become a group. The enactment of the role is a self‐reinforcing activity,
buttressing the belief in being “this kind of person”, further bolstering the
salience of the identity, and sustaining mobilization.
From a similar perspective, Snow and McAdam (2000) have explained
politicization processes through the notion of identity amplification. This
mechanism “involves the embellishment and strengthening of an existing
identity that is congruent with a movement’s collective identity but not
sufficiently salient to ensure participation and activism” (p. 49). Identity
amplification, at a practical level, frequently rests on historicizing popular
struggle, drawing elements from the cultural or political tradition of the
constituency to stress that citizens are expected to deliver on their redemptive
role as “the sovereign People”, to “once more” emerge into the limelight of
history and claim what is rightfully theirs.
For instance, regarding British political culture, Billig (1995) claims that we
can make sense of the present by understanding that “a populist history
depicting the nation's past in terms of the struggle between the people and
privileged tyranny is part of the cultural common sense” (p. 77). However, it is
Anthony Oberschall (1996) who has bestowed us with probably the clearest
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account of the politicization of citizens into “the People”, when recounting
Eastern European revolts against communist rule:
“The Eastern European regimes had for forty years propagandized the
party‐state and socialism in education, in cultural life, in the mass media.
By 1989, it had long been empty rhetoric and meaningless symbolism.
Loss of legitimacy had discredited the regime's discourse. The lack of a
credible Communist frame in the confrontations enabled the rapid
formation of a collective identity among hundreds of thousands of
hitherto apolitical citizens. In the Leipzig Monday evening marches, the
shared identity of ‘We are the people’ is constructed against ‘Them, the
Communists’ during the demonstrations. Elsewhere, in Czechoslovakia,
that identity is created overnight, and symbolized by the ringing of keys in
unison, meaning ‘The time has come for you the communists to resign;
your time is up.’ When the Communist rulers' claim of representing the
people exclusively is denied, not just questioned ‐ that is, when the
regime's legitimacy is denied ‐ public discourse compels the recognition
of other groups and institutions as legitimate representatives of the
people and the nation. In the absence of any other representation, that
could only be the people themselves. The ‘we‐they’ dichotomy was
embedded in the very fabric of the Communist party‐state. And because
‘we’ are from all classes, ages, regions, and religions, that ‘we’ is indeed
‘the people.’ The proof was the thousands of demonstrators from all walks
of life. Despite years of apathy and atomization, bereft of a civic culture, a
collective identity formed in the streets and squares” (p. 99‐100).
To provide a useful mental image, the identity politicization process in PSMs is
akin to a familiar Marxian theme, a transformation from a “people‐in‐itself” to a
“people‐for‐itself”, to the acquisition of an all‐inclusive, adversarial political
consciousness as a springboard for action (cf. Westlind 1996; Simon and
Klandermans 2001).
So far, I have suggested a working definition for PSMs and provided a
conceptual framework that explains the unfolding of such phenomena at two
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levels of analysis: meso and micro. In what follows, I apply this framework on the
movements of the Great Recession, exploring their possible inclusion within this
category of mobilization. To answer my research question, I follow a purposive
sampling strategy, collecting evidence from movements in Spain, Greece, and the
United States, typically acknowledged as the three most influential
representatives of the cycle. My inquiry consists of a qualitative comparative
analysis of multiple archival sources such as movement manifestos and gazettes,
visual and audio material, and minutes of meetings, triangulated by an in‐depth
case study analysis of the Greek indignados which builds on twenty two
interviews with elite activists of the Thessaloniki chapter.
The discourse of the Great Recession movements
To establish whether Occupy Wall Street and the Greek and Spanish indignados
constitute Populist Social Movements, we need to study their discourse, and
especially its diagnostic and prognostic elements (Snow and Benford 1988), as
well as the process of collective identity construction. According to the
theoretical framework of this paper, the main element to be found in PSMs is an
effort to politicize citizen identity into a collective identity of a moral People
which comprises an overwhelming majority, against which stand the corrupt
forces of a tiny minority of elites. Populist framing diagnoses elites as having
corroded the main pillars of democracy, popular sovereignty and majority rule,
in order to disenfranchise “the People” and serve their own narrow interests.
The prognostic part can vary in terms of exact steps towards overturning the
balance of power, yet in every instance, the message has to contain a wake‐up
call and a commitment to toppling ruling elites and restoring sovereignty
through the mobilization of “the People”.
The Spanish 15M movement came as a reaction to the economic crisis,
coordinated by a loose network of small activist organizations under the vehicle
of “Democracia Real Ya”, mainly using Facebook and Twitter as a means to reach
their audience (Castells 2012). The manifesto of the movement, issued a few
days before the first demonstration of May 15, took care to construct an all‐
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inclusive collective identity by painting a picture of ordinary, everyday citizens,
who are fed up with the way democracy is working in their country. The tone
was given in the foremost paragraph:
“We are normal and ordinary people. We are like you: people, who get up
every morning to study, work, or find a job, people who have family and
friends. People, who work hard every day to provide a better future for
those around us” (15M 2011, all translations by the author).
The text stressed the uncompromisingly non‐partisan, non‐religious, and non‐
ideological character of the mobilization. Participants were united in being
“concerned and outraged about the political, economic, and social outlook
which we see around us. About the corruption of politicians, businessmen,
bankers… About the helplessness of the ordinary citizen” (ibid.).
Citizenship was invoked and politicized adversarially, declaring that “as citizens
we form part of the gears of a machine intended to enrich a minority which
knows nothing of our needs” (ibid.). The legitimacy of the mobilization lied in the
supremacy of popular sovereignty: “We are anonymous, but without us none of
this would exist, because we move the world” (ibid.). This supremacy rests not
only upon legal, but also upon moral foundations, this is why “an Ethical
Revolution is necessary” (ibid.).
Only a couple of days after the 15M took off and made headlines across the
world the movement already acquired the title of “los indignados” and a rumor
circulated in Greece that Spaniards had started making fun of the Greeks,
deriding them that while suffering an even worse economic crisis, they were still
surprisingly quiescent: “Don’t make noise, you will wake up the Greeks!” was
painted on a large Spanish banner, its picture shared widely in Greek social
media. This incident functioned as a powerful wake‐up call, and very soon a
Facebook event called for every Greek “indignant citizen” to rise up and protest.
Again, extra care was taken to express the clarion call in an inclusive, non‐
ideological, non‐partisan manner. Only ten days after the 15M, the Greek
indignados emerged in full force and dominated headlines.
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Since the movement started as a flash‐reaction rather than a concerted effort
of preexisting organizations, there was originally no common manifesto. Greeks
took to the squares shouting “We have awoken!”, expressing their accumulated
indignation against what they perceived as a betrayal of democracy by their
rulers, deriding, in their turn, the Italians and Irish for staying home. “Democracy
originated here, it can’t be sold out, it belongs to the People”, was one of the main
slogans, along with “The People do not want you, take the bailout and go”,
addressed to PM Papandreou. Even though a nationalist element was more
intensely felt compared to Spain, the enemies were similar financial and political
elites: the International Monetary Fund, banks, credit rating agencies, and of
course, domestic politicians, the lackeys of the former.
The Greek indignados very quickly acquired the typical features of a General
Assembly and a tent camp. Within a few days, a founding declaration was
adopted unanimously by the Assembly, diagnosing in the very first sentence a
loss of democratic sovereignty while speaking as the common voice of Greek
citizenry: “For a long time now, decisions have been taken for us, without us”
(Aganaktismenoi 2011). Like the Spaniards, they highlighted the inclusiveness of
the movement, portraying themselves as originating from every section of
society: “We are working people, unemployed, pensioners, youth, who have
come to Syntagma square to struggle and fight for our lives and our future”
(ibid.). The finger was pointed squarely on the perpetrators of the crisis and it
was stressed that popular sovereignty could only be reinstated through popular
struggle: “We are here because we know that the solutions to our problems can
only come from us . . . We will not leave the squares, until all those who led us
here are gone: Governments, the Troika, Banks, Memoranda [bailout agreements
with creditors], and all those who take advantage of us” (ibid.).
Occupy Wall Street erupted in September 2011, when the European
movements had already waned. Adbusters, the Vancouver‐based magazine
branding the mobilization, sounded the original call in June, circulating the
famous poster of the ballerina dancing atop the Charging Bull statue. “Bring tent”
was the byline, hinting at the repertoires of the Arab Spring and the European
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indignados. David Graeber, an anarchist academic and a veteran in grassroots
mobilization, helped organize an initially small group of American and
international activists who started planning the details of the movement about
six weeks before the designated day of occupation, holding regular General
Assemblies (Graeber 2013). His circle also coined the motto that would become
the most characteristic discursive element of Occupy: “We are the 99 Percent.”
As he testifies, the catch‐phrase was created by a deduction of sorts: “If Wall
Street represented the 1 percent, then we’re everybody else” (ibid.: 40).
This paradigmatic populist motto (Calhoun 2013) speaks volumes of the effort
to construct a moral boundary between an overwhelming and homogeneous
majority of citizens and a corrupt elite minority of the 1%. The majoritarian view
of democracy was implicitly providing legitimacy for the movement and its
claims; at the same time, divisions among members of the 99% were
underplayed, since the vagueness of the collective identity allowed everybody to
feel part of the in‐group. The “Statement of Autonomy” proclaimed Occupy “a
people’s movement. It is party‐less, leaderless, by the people and for the people”
(Occupy Wall Street 2011a); it welcomed every “peaceful” individual generally
desiring to redress felt grievances.
In the same vein, Occupy’s “wearethe99percent” tumblr page proved a highly
successful strategy. This webpage featured several hundred individuals who
posted a photo of themselves holding a short note with their personal life story,
always concluding with the declaration “I am the 99%”, thus contributing to a
voluntary subjugation of personal identities in favor of providing salience to the
collective identity of “the People”. Very soon, the NYC General Assembly voted a
manifesto as the movement’s founding document. The “Declaration of the
Occupation of NYC” was of an explicitly populist nature, providing a rationale for
the legitimate transformation of citizens into a “people‐in‐itself”. “As one people,
united” it maintained that:
“… our system must protect our rights, and upon corruption of that
system, it is up to the individuals to protect their own rights, and those of
their neighbors; that a democratic government derives its just power
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from the people, but corporations do not seek consent to extract wealth
from the people and the Earth; and that no true democracy is attainable
when the process is determined by economic power” (Occupy Wall Street
2011b).
The largest part of the document contained a bulleted list of twenty three
“grievances” perpetrated by the 1% against “the People”. Each clause started
with a vague invocation of a “they”, such as “they have taken bailouts from
taxpayers with impunity, and continue to give Executives exorbitant bonuses” or
“they have sold our privacy as a commodity”. This was done in an effort to
accommodate the different strands (anti‐capitalist, pro‐environmental, anti‐
consumerist etc.) within a common anti‐elite framework. The populist frame of
an awakened citizenry rebelling against its subjugation to unaccountable
interests reverberates across most texts produced from the movement, as with
the “People Before Parties” bulletin, which finds that “government of the people,
by the people and for the people has been transformed into government of the
people, by the parties, for entrenched interests” (Occupy Wall Street 2011c).
What emerges from the data provided so far is a strong presence of populist
framing, a central focus on the antagonistic relation between “the People” as an
overwhelming majority and their powerful opponents. This “hard work”, as
explained earlier, celebrates similarity among the former and exclaims difference
against the latter. The crucial populist element is inserted through the grounding
of this antagonism on the question of the moral supremacy of popular
sovereignty over oligarchic castes within a polity, and the diagnosis of current
affairs as a corruption and distortion of democracy. “The People” are the
dominant actor in all instances, mobilizing against an immoral power bloc. The
prognosis demands a wholesale political transformation to usher “real
democracy”.
Even though contextual differences are explained by the intricacies of the
established political culture in each country, in reality, the central populist
discourse is largely comparable. In Spain, the byline of the indignados was “we
are not products in the hands of politicians and bankers”, almost equivalent to
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Occupy’s “banks got bailed out, we got sold out”. “The People” were considered as
rising above all other institutions: “When the people decide to abolish any
procedure, they can do so, and the government, the police, and all other
mechanisms can do nothing about it”, it was proclaimed in the Athens Popular
Assembly (June 15, 2011, author’s archive). Various anti‐establishment were
latent within this populist narrative, such as anti‐capitalism and the problem of
inequality in the United States, as well as anti‐austerity, debt‐relief, and
privatizations in Europe. Movement entrepreneurs took special care in
broadcasting inclusive appeals and collecting demands from various social
groups to align them within a united front.
The assignation of the role of perpetrators of injustice varied somewhat
across cases, but what mattered was the perceived deliberate attempt on the
part of elites to subjugate the will of “the People” and disenfranchise them. For
the indignados, governments had not simply taken the wrong decisions or
naively adopted an erroneous recipe; they were faithfully following a carefully
devised plot coming from above. Hence the 15M slogan “This is not a crisis, it’s a
scam!” In August 2011, a common declaration by the Madrid and Athens General
Assemblies explained the developments in Spain as a top‐down “process of
collective defrauding” and claimed that Greece was being deliberately led to
default so that powerful interests can “sell off the land and public goods in
discounted prices” (Joint Statement 2011). Governments of both countries were
considered to be in bed with unelected powers, compromising their democratic
legitimacy. “No Nos Representan”, “they do not represent us” was the upshot.
“The People” were painted as a homogeneous totality, as a natural embodiment
of all “ordinary” citizens, a unified volonté générale with no internal divisions in
terms of class or partisan affiliations. Their legitimation was drawn from their
status as citizens, the founding stone of the polity. Spaniards forcefully declared
that “democracy belongs to the people … which means that government should
be of the people” (15M 2011); officially, the Greek protest was named “the
Movement of the Indignant Citizens”.
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The discursive analysis of Great Recession movements’ has illustrated the
unfolding of repertoires that perfectly fit the theoretical framework for PSMs.
However, focusing on frames as structural elements does not suffice to uncover
strategic agency. For that, we need to pass from studying frames, to studying
framing as a dynamic process of meaning making (Benford 1997). We therefore
have to delve into the strategic behavior of movement entrepreneurs and
ascertain whether they consciously and deliberately engaged in populist framing,
with the objective of forging a resonant collective identity of the “sovereign
People” by politicizing citizen identity. Insights provided by the agents of
discursive production themselves furnish the required evidence.
Populist discursive production in the Greek indignados
The existence of a central objective of forging a collective identity, by means of
stressing the central populist dichotomy, is evaluated through findings from
twenty‐two semi‐structured interviews with key informants of the Greek
indignados. These interviews took place mainly in the summer of 2014, lasting an
average of 90 minutes each. Conversations were recorded and fully transcribed,
yielding over 400 pages of text; audio files and transcripts were imported into a
CAQDAS software package to facilitate qualitative analysis and comparison. The
research site was Thessaloniki, birthplace of the Greek indignados and second
largest city in Greece. Snowball sampling was employed to locate the most
significant activists in terms of visibility, recognition, and level of engagement.
Due to the nature and relatively moderate size of the Thessaloniki movement, I
managed to come across all leading figures and acquire an excellent grasp of the
general balance of power, making certain that no significant dimensions were
missed. Interviewees were inquired about their role in the movement, their view
of its membership and collective identity, their position with respect to its
internal dynamics, and a range of other topics which are tangential to the
objectives of this paper and will not be dealt with.
Even though the Greek movement was nominally leaderless, my research led
to the uncovering of a network of activists who functioned as an informal avant‐
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garde of the Thessaloniki chapter, almost all of them members of small radical
left‐wing parties of Maoist, Trotskyist, and Stalinist origin, a phenomenon also
observed in both 15M and Occupy (Castells 2012; Smucker 2013). In total,
thirteen radical left‐wing elite activists were interviewed, associated with eleven
different political organizations. These activists were identified as “the Reds”
[“hoi kokkinoi”] by a minority of “White” [“hoi lefkoi”] leading figures of the
movement, who were a mixture of previously apolitical individuals of moderate
to low political sophistication and a few anarchists (one leading anarchist was
interviewed, as well as eight unaffiliated individuals). The smaller factions
comprising both “Reds” and “Whites” were constantly jostling with one another
behind the scenes, forming temporary coalitions on specific issues raised in the
General Assembly. While important disputes would occasionally arise between
the larger blocs, they overall managed to cooperate very well in the Assembly
and other activities of the movement, from its inception, on May 25, until its
dissolution, on August 7, 2011.
Populist framing as a way to construct a collective identity took place from the
very start, when a single individual, with no links to political organizations or
any significant prior experience as an activist, decided to post an event on
Facebook. He was influenced by the appearance of the Spanish indignados and
troubled by the lack of a similar mobilization in Greece. As he indicated while
interviewed, he took great pains to present the movement’s character as non‐
partisan and non‐ideological, aiming to stress its all‐inclusive and peaceful
nature and mobilize “those people who wanted to express a reaction, who could
not fit within any political party or hierarchy”. His original post branded the
aganaktismenoi polites (“indignant citizens”) as the identity of the protesters and
asked people to join “in a spontaneous manner, without political parties, without
groups and ideologies” and “without any banners or placards”. Greeks were
effectively requested to forgo any other personal or social identity and take to
the streets simply as individual citizens. Moreover, the founder refrained from
putting forward any specific claims at the outset, fearful that they would
inevitably produce divisions and possibly kill the project at birth. A few days
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later, having already triggered similar developments in numerous Greek cities,
the movement became a resounding success in Thessaloniki, managing to attract
thousands of people of every ideological disposition, level of education, age, and
social standing at White Tower square, the most important landmark of the city.
These crowds of citizens who had gone through a year of austerity measures
imposed by foreign creditors, had finally found a non‐institutional channel to
collectively express their deep grievances. From then on, more citizens flocked to
populate its ranks in great numbers. “The People” had finally started to take
shape in the central squares of various cities in a manner unprecedented for
Greek politics.
During the preceding months, the radical left, which has more or less
monopolized popular mobilization in Greece since the restoration of democracy
(Andronikidou and Kovras 2012), had made several abortive attempts to trigger
a grassroots reaction against the harsh economic commitments that
accompanied the country’s bailout agreement. To the great disappointment of its
cadres, these had failed. As a consequence, when the indignados movement
suddenly broke out on May 25, many leftists proclaimed is as an apolitical, if not
reactionary, hodgepodge. The Greek Communist Party, the country’s oldest
political organization, vented its spleen against the movement and refrained
from mobilizing its substantial human resources. Nevertheless, a range of mostly
young cadres from smaller radical left parties, decided to enter the fray.
Reluctant onlookers at first, they were taken aback by the unprecedented level of
participation and eventually decided to invest heavily in influencing the
movement’s trajectory.
One of these activists, now in his mid‐thirties, still recalls his amazement, after
several years: “The first two or three days I just stood there watching . . . I
couldn’t believe what was happening . . . I had struggled so hard in the past with
every single protest and demonstration, and there I was, with all these people
coming out of the blue, standing there and debating for long hours.” Another
experienced activist admitted that “we were very reserved and cautious at first,
because there is this fear of the spontaneous and the unknown in a large part of
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the left, but gradually we started feeling that something very important was
going on . . . I felt that something good can come out of this … that maybe this
thing can really rejuvenate politics as such.” A third interviewee exclaimed the
speed with which things took off: “We were surprised by the dynamism and
volume of participation, with things happening so fast; we had initially expected
that it would require a lot of effort to succeed in this.”
Realizing the huge potential for building a “Leninist Front” type of movement,
these radicals soon however came to understand that the usual Marxist jargon
did not fit the discursive landscape of the city‐squares and would unavoidably
alienate the crowds. The average citizen in the Assemblies was disenchanted by
the country’s existing political system to the point of hostility against partisan
affiliations and suspicion against other types of politically charged institutions,
such as trade unions or workers’ initiatives. Moreover, the vast majority had no
prior experience of political activism and their values were scattered across the
ideological spectrum, from the conservative or even the radical right, to the
radical left. Most of them were former loyal voters of the established parties now
considered treacherous and discredited (Aslanidis and Marantzidis,
forthcoming). The generally low level of ideological alignment was evident from
the first days of the General Assembly, with protesters expressing widely
diverging, even contradictory, positions on what the movement signified and
how it should move forward.
Under these circumstances, the politically savvy activists of the radical left
were obliged to perform a precarious balancing act. On the one hand they had to
stifle the blatantly nationalistic tendencies of a large part of the audience,
without coming forward as unduly anti‐patriotic and thus alienating the
conservatives of the squares. On the other hand, they had to serve political
objectives and gradually insert elements of their radical agenda, without scaring
the public with maximalistic claims. At the same time, they had to appease the
reactions of key “White” activists who quickly came to feel that the movement
was being taken over by radical left organizations through a tactic of “packing”
the General Assembly and installing their favorites in the most significant
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positions. As the leading figure of the “Whites” remembers, “left‐wingers used to
incite commotion [in the General Assembly] on purpose, so that the people
become bored and withdrew, and by the end of the day it would only be their
own ‘soldiers’ who were left [in the square] to vote”.
Hence, most radical left organizations decided since Day One to conceal the
presence of their cadres and tone down their rhetoric, in a manner highly
reminiscent of what Einwohner (2008) has, in a completely different context,
termed “passing”, a type of strategic identity‐work that requires masking the
true origin of the activist in order to avoid sanctions by the movement. Similar to
what Calhoun (2013) testifies on Occupy Wall Street, a majority of “Reds”
realized that employing strictly Marxist and socialist diagnostic tropes would not
make any inroads. As one interviewee consented, “most organizations tried to
keep pace with the movement; we didn’t speak of a socialist revolution or
anything like that”. Inclusive labels in populist style, invoking “the People” rather
than nation, religion, or class, would prove more productive in inciting the
sympathy of potential adherents while keeping the unity of the movement intact,
especially if coupled with a strategy of focusing on the enemy rather than the
features and tactics of the movement itself.
One key informant with high visibility in the movement, member of a small
Trotskyist party, reports that he and his comrades had to systematically engage
in “frontal” agitatsia. In Greek communist circles, “frontal” agitatsia denotes a
discursive tactic by which the standard leftist jargon is substituted with ordinary,
everyday language, so as not to activate anti‐left instincts in people who lack a
“revolutionary consciousness”. So, for instance, “workers” and “proletarians”
were replaced with “the People” or simply “the Indignants”, and the call for a
“general strike” was temporarily set aside in favor of “a sabotage against the
economy”. Another activist recalled having to constantly caution his impulsive
comrades not to “push matters if we see they are not going where we want them
to; this can take a few weeks, or a month”, proceeding to reflect on the situation
as a period when “a large part of the left, if not all of it, finally found an audience
which was not its traditional audience”. Shrewd political entrepreneurs,
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according to the same informant, understood they should not appear
paternalistic towards yet unsophisticated crowds, but simply strive at first to be
heard and attain visibility and recognition before gaining actual influence. “We
drove it towards the left, without calling it ‘left’ per se”, he concluded.
“Reds” who failed to conceal their identity risked losing legitimacy as
influential actors and being isolated by a cordon sanitaire by “White” activists
and other unaffiliated participants, or even risking outright expulsion, accused as
traitors of the cause. A couple of heavy‐handed incidents actually did take place
in the first few weeks, caused by conflicts of this type. At the same time, certain
small organizations of the Stalinist extra‐parliamentary left displayed an attitude
very close to what Graeber (2013) describes regarding US Workers World Party
activists in Occupy, fighting for a place in the squares while sticking to their old
parlance. Behind the scenes, activists of the extra‐parliamentary leftist scene of
Thessaloniki accused rival organization of either disgracefully watering down
their rhetoric just to mingle with “the masses”, or, respectively, of trying to
“violently politicize the Assembly” or “blackmailing” political outcomes, as two
activists put it.
The combination of structural rigidities in terms of the social content of the
Thessaloniki indignados, as well as the strategic objectives of political
entrepreneurs active within the movement led to the adoption of a distinctly
populist framing as the optimal strategy in order to forge a shared identity and
maximize participation while avoiding intramural rifts. Cultivating the
antagonism between “People” and “elites” was the best way to sustain a healthy
level of mobilization. The identity of the sovereign People‐citizens became a
jealously guarded treasure. Whenever individuals or groups attempted to assert
a competing identity invoking class, religion, ethnicity, or other categories, their
actions were considered divisive or centrifugal and were met with great hostility
by a majority of vigilant protesters.
The collective identity of the Thessaloniki indignados, the end‐product of the
framing efforts of movement entrepreneurs, was eloquently described by one of
the key informants interviewed, providing a left‐wing perspective on the
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transnational element of the Great Recession movements and the shared
populist frame at work:
“It was more or less what Occupy in the United States later termed ‘the 99
Percent’; or what most of us, the politically savvy, imagine when we speak
of the People. I mean, it was obvious that against us were the elites,
political and economic; this was very clear. It was what allowed [the
average shopkeeper] to be involved in this story, or made sure that the
owner of a small business or a small property owner was not excluded. It
wasn’t the traditional class notion, say, the Proletarian. That, like, ‘we are
the Proletarians’ and that’s it. It was all of us, save for those who rip us
apart, whether they are political or financial powers.”
The founder of the movement chose a less politically sophisticated way to
express his own view, resorting to themes from Greek mythology and a Homeric
analogy:
“We were ‘No One’ [the Homeric οὔτις]. When, for instance, you go to a
hospital, you are No One. But you are sick, and this is a sacred thing … We
were citizens . . . Just like Ulysses, we managed to emerge in the light
under the belly of a sheep, under this Spanish sheep; we fooled them, they
[the system] went crazy. It was all of Us, as a No One, as nothing, no
surnames, no labels, no political parties.”
These key testimonies of the Thessaloniki indignados prove that populist
discourse was not a natural reflection of the grievances underpinning the
movements of the Great Recession. On the contrary, the careful construction of a
collective identity of “the sovereign People”, based on the politicization of citizen
identity and the alignment, on moral grounds, against a “conspiring elite”, reveal
the role of agency and point to the importance of strategy. Movement
entrepreneurs deliberately engaged in populist framing when they became
conscious that this specific type of adversarial framing could seamlessly
accommodate the various grievances out there and give birth to a collective
subject as a springboard for concerted action against established authority.
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Conclusions
This paper has drawn from populism theory, social movement studies, and social
psychology to interpret the Great Recession movements as a wave of populist
mobilization. The emergence of PSMs has been theorized as a process of group
identification unfolding at two different levels of analysis, with citizenship as the
active ingredient. Initially, at the micro level, individuals carry citizenship as a
dormant yet potentially fervent element of their identity hierarchy. When macro
conditions are perceived as favorable, populist political entrepreneurs at the
meso‐level attempt to seize opportunity and set out to discursively construct a
collective identity of “the sovereign People”, through a call to arms against an
unjust appropriation of popular authority by “self‐serving elites”. Their framing
tactics aim at achieving the amplification of citizen identity, exclaiming the moral
commitment to the virtue of upholding popular sovereignty. Back at the micro
level, when identity amplification occurs, citizen identity acquires salience and
becomes politicized, climbing the identity hierarchy of the self. The individual is
prompted to heed the populist call, enact the role associated with the republican
view of citizenship, and identify with the mobilizing group. Hence, the personal
and the social are bridged and populist mobilization is produced.
In the empirical part of the study, this framework was employed to
comparatively analyze the most influential movements of the Great Recession in
Europe and the United States, yielding results which clearly justify their being
classified as a modern wave of Populist Social Movements. Occupy Wall Street
and the Spanish and Greek indignados claimed to speak in the name of a
homogeneous and overwhelming majority of noble People against a tiny
minority of corrupt elites, demanding the restoration of power into the hands of
the former. They thus managed to effect a “Jacobinization” (Laclau 2005) of
citizen identity, a peculiar instance of McAdam’s (1982) “cognitive liberation”,
politicizing a quiescent, non‐contentious feature of the self into an obligation to
collectively react against a perceived appropriation of popular sovereignty after
the onset of the Great Recession.
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While the empirical focus of this paper has been limited to movements of the
Great Recession, the universe of mobilization encompassed by the analytical
framework of PSMs suggested here is far larger, as indicated in Table 1. Apart
from movements within established democracies, this approach towards PSMs
furnishes a new perspective in addressing movements of democratization. The
quote by Oberschall (1996) on the East German uprising, provided earlier, is a
case in point.
Della Porta’s (2014) comparative study of “eventful” democratization in the
GDR, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, and Tunisia can readily be subsumed within the
PSM framework. In this study, the “corruption of the political class (or the elite)”
(p. 114) is identified as the main diagnostic frame, with prognostic framing
resting on the construction of a collective actor in the form of “a broad and
inclusive definition of the ‘us’” (ibid.). As della Porta explains, these two frames
can be used to create “broad support in the population at large by suggesting a
dichotomy between ‘them’ and ‘us’”. Evidently, the description of cognitive and
identity framing processes at work in “eventful” democratization corresponds
perfectly to the familiar anti‐elitist and people‐centric themes of populist
mobilization, as analyzed in the present article.
“Eventful”, or more simply, populist, movements of democratization can
straightforwardly be studied through the same lens applied here to movements
of the Great Recession, highlighting the rich analytical value of this empirically
grounded approach. In fact – and this is an area of further study – it can be
claimed that, in the context of populist mobilization, distinguishing between
movements of democratization and populist movements within “established”
democracies is a false dichotomy. In every instance, the powerful language of
populist framing diagnoses current political affairs as a corruption of popular
sovereignty, mobilizing citizens who refuse to bestow any democratic legitimacy
to their rulers and decide to withdraw their allegiance to “the system” until
grievances are fully redressed.
In order to appreciate the significant political repercussions of populist
mobilization, as evidenced in several works (e.g. Calhoun 1982; Kazin 1995;
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Formisano 2008), we must do away with the fragmented, unsystematic, and
theoretically uninformed study of these phenomena. The wide application of the
theoretical paradigm presented here can uncover untapped regional patterns,
display a temporal periodicity of the phenomenon, and eventually expose the
ubiquity of populist mobilization as a phenomenon that deserves a higher status
in social movement literature. If we are committed to studying seriously the
interplay between social mobilization and mainstream electoral politics, the PSM
framework is the ideal starting point.
The study of recent political realignments, such as the demise of the thirty‐
year‐old Greek two‐party system and the subsequent coalition government of
SYRIZA with a radical right‐wing party, can only be rendered meaningful after
the scrutiny of populist movements like the Greek indignados. The appropriate
means to comprehend similar developments in Spain is to explore the role of the
15M movement in the rise of Podemos. In many such cases, the detailed analysis
of the symbolic reciprocation of populist discourse between barricades and
parliaments provides the link between political demand and supply that many
analysts tend to miss.
In light of this set of considerations, the theoretical and empirical analysis of
the Great Recession movements presented here could be seen as a curtain raiser
of a wider research project on the implications of populist mobilization for social
and political science that is yet to take full shape.
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Table 1. A 2x2 typology of social movements
Level of Inclusiveness

Wide
Area of
Prescription

Narrow

Sectional

Catch‐all

e.g. Labor

Populist Social

Movements

Movements

e.g. New Social
Movements

e.g. Eco‐
populist
Movements
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